SAHBABII PREMIERES NEW MASTERED VERSION
AND VIDEO FOR “WATERY” TODAY

June 8, 2018 (Los Angeles, CA) – Now, 2018 officially has a video to go with the anthem of the
summer! SahBabii shares the new mastered version and music video for his wet and wild new
single “Watery” today which premiered via High Snobiety. Watch the video HERE.
Emanating his signature vocal radiance carried by sun-soaked keys, the video sees SahBabii
take over the beach. In the bright clip, he’s joined by a bevy of beautiful ladies jumping in a
bounce house, playing volleyball, and causing all kinds of beachside mischief and mayhem. With
over 1 million YouTube views already on its static audio, “Watery” is definitely a summertime
smash!
The track arrives hot on the heels of “Outstanding” [feat. 21 Savage]. Within two months’ time,
it clocked over 4.5 million YouTube views and 3.9 million Spotify streams. Pitchfork claimed,
“Like SahBabii’s breakout hit, ‘Pull Up Wit Ah Stick,’ ‘Outstanding’ is immature and fun,
another entry in the young rapper’s hitmaker credentials.” Be on the lookout for his anxiously
awaited Squidtastic—coming soon.
An animal lover, Anime World aficionado, and angelic-voiced rap crooner, 21-year-old Sahbabii
belted his way to becoming Atlanta’s hottest young star in early 2017 with his third
mixtape S.A.N.D.A.S. and its breakthrough smash “Pull Up Wit Ah Stick” [feat. Loso Loaded]. A
15-second snippet on Instagram went viral before the full version ever even dropped. Critical
applause exploded courtesy of Noisey, XXL, The Fader, Mass Appeal, Pigeons &
Planes, Complex, Pitchfork, The New York Times, and Rolling Stone which nominated SahBabii as
one of the 40 best albums of 2017. He received social support from Kylie Jenner, Migos, The
Atlanta Hawks, Metro Boomin’, Kehlani, Odell Beckham, Jr., Meek Mill, Famous Dex, and more,

while Wiz Khalifa, Fetty Wap, and T-Pain blessed the track with remixes. For the official
remastered Warner Bros. Records release of S.A.N.D.A.S., he added three new anthems,
flaunting puffy clouds of keys and hypnotic hooks. Ultimately, he opens up a new world for hiphop in 2018.

